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Books:

Books:

Charley Harper / E HARPER
ABC’s
Marcus Pfister / E PFISTER
Animal ABC
Quentin Blake / E BLAKE
Quentin Blake’s ABC
Andrew Zuckerman / E ZUCKERMAN
Creature ABC
Margaret Brown / E BROWN^
Goodnight Moon ABC
Lois Ehlert / E EHLERT^
Eating the Alphabet
Bobby George / E GEORGE^
Montessori letter work
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“The Alphabet Song”
a-b-c-d-e-f-g
h-i-j-k-l-m-n-o-p
q-r-s
t-u-v
W-x
y and z
Now I know my "ABCs",
Next time won't you sing with me
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Early Literacy Tip:

Early Literacy Tip:

Listening to music helps your child fine-time
their ability to pay attention to sounds and
auditory details. Including music as part of
everyday life helps your child build a valuable
set of early literacy skills: hearing if sounds
are same or different and learning to associate a sound with its source. These skills will
help your child be prepared when they are
asked to tune their ears to hear how certain
letters sound and to associate those sounds
with written letters.
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